
Cancelation Policy update - 22/2/2021 

Hello Lovely Expansion family, 

There is an important update to our terms and conditions we would like you all to know about. 
We are going to offer you a 2 week grace period to get used to these changes, which in this 
time will help everyone learn how to manage their bookings for this new set up. 

There is now going to be a 4hr window before each class start time which you will be required to 
un-book yourself before this 4 hr period or you will incur a small fee for a late cancelation. 

- If you are a member or trial pass holder you will be charged $2.50 per missed class or late 
cancelation 

- If you are a single class or bulk pass holder, you will forfeit one of your passes. 

- If you are attending a workshop or event you will forfeit the cost of the booking. 

As an example If you try to un-book yourself only 1 hr before the class starts, the cancelation will 
work and you will be considered a late cancelation because this occurred inside the 4hr window 
before the class start time, the next person from the waitlist will be added and considered 
available to attend the class. 
So it is also must that if you are on a waitlist, you also reconsider your ability to attend the class 
before this 4 hr window and remove yourself if need be. 

For the people who like to attend the morning classes, this will mean that you will have to take 
into consideration your availability of attending your booked class, or what you are on a waitlist 
for and make any necessary changes to your booking before you go to sleep.  

The intention of this update is to allow more people an opportunity to attend classes by 
encouraging everyone to be more accountable of what they have booked in for. 

Over the next 2 weeks as we all get used to this system there will be no fees, we will be sending 
out texts to people who have ‘late cancelations’  encouraging you them avoid this for their next 
bookings. 

We aim to use these changes to encourage everyone to be more considerate of others, and 
accountable for what they have booked into, or on waiting lists for. 

- This will be great for everyone as now if you are on a waiting list and wanting to attend you will 
be able to receive the message with more then enough to prepare for your class if you’re 
updated to the attending list. If this happens you will be notified via text, if you have not 



provided Expansion with your current phone number, please do so asap so you can receive 
class list updates when you’re upgraded to the attending roster. 

- This also means for anyone who has missed the chance to book in, you can now look again on 
our Mindbody software a few hrs before the class starts to see if there is an updated class list 
and potential space available when it was previously full with still enough time for you to 
prepare and come along to the class 

The more members our Expansion family grows with, the more we will continue to put on new 
classes to make room for everyone, however we need to see a higher percentage of people 
attending their bookings before we can make this happen. 

Hopefully with these changes running smoothly it will create more opportunities to get into a 
class that was once full earlier in the week and this system will be engrained in your thought 
process when booking classes and you will never receive any of these late cancelations charges. 

Any fees will be added onto your next occurring membership payment, before this happens you 
will receive a text notifying you of what has accumulated, and we will allow you 3 days to return a 
message to us with genuine reason of emergency or circumstantial situations as to why you 
were not able to un-book and be considered for leniency of this fee. 

If you are unsure of how this will work, or any other questions relating to this process please feel 
welcome to message or call through on 0423 223 699 

If you require support with learning how the un-booking process works please return this 
message asking this question and we can offer some more support. 

Thank you very much for your understanding and cooperation, 
Darryl & Camilla :) 


